October's Sampler of the Month . . .

. . ."Forbeare Not Sowing" from Tracy/Hands to Work is a tiny, tiny sampler (62w x 51h) that features one of Tracy's wonderful birds.
The model shown here has been stitched on Lakeside 's 40-count linen with Belle Soie ~ the beautiful hand-grained frame was done
especially for this project by CathyCampbell/Primitive Traditions from the last of her moulding stock that remained from her previous
life, and we are thrilled to be able to offer it as part of our October Sampler of the Month . . . and until November's Sampler of the
Month is published (and I'm not sure when next week that will be because of a very special family gathering this weekend) . . . we will
honor the 15% discount on the following:
chart and linen ($15) + silks ($39) AND/OR + frame ($38). Please specify the linen count when ordering. If your choice is
32c, we do not have this frame style to fit it but will be happy to substitute another.
Because this is time-sensitive because we still have some very charming Halloween designs to show you, there will be lots of pictures and
few words so . . .

. . .Here's What's New
From one of your favorites, Brenda Keyes/The Sampler Company. both $15: "Red House Sampler" and "Over the Hills
Sampler"

"Jeanne Ries" ~ a Bristol orphanage-inspired design by Gigi R., K & V 2008-10 - $28

Two adorable complete kits from England's Elizabeth Stuart Designs with cotton floss, a touch of metallic, on 27c cream linen
- over 2 threads, each design measures approximately 4.4 x 3.9 ~ these adorable kitten/Christmas designs are so aptly titled:
"The Accident" and "The Mantelpiece" - $20

Diane Willilams/Little House Needleworks' "The Angels Sang" ($6) - on 40c, the perfect ornament size, 72w x 119h ~ and in her
"All Dolled Up" series, "Hen Party" ($7) dolled up with Mill Hill beads and JABCO buttons

Nikki Leeman/Country Cottage Needleworks' "Peppermint Lane " ~ also the perfect ornament size on 40c, 89 x 89 ~ and "The
Nutcracker" in her "Country Cottage Kits" series ~ each $8

Giulia/GPA Designs ' "Katy's Purse" ($18) ~ we show you the inside as well, with the adorable pin set that's on its way from Italy
and should be here any day

. . . and also from GPA , "Santa's Ride," ($10), finished as a flat-fold ~ and on back order, "Christmas Sewing Set" ($18)

If you're a Jane Austen fan, then you are already familiar with this designer, Tanya Marie Anderson/The Sampler Girl. "Jane
Austen's Sampler Stocking" ($14) ~ and "Scottish Alexandria 1749" ($10), dedicated to Tanya's "hometown of Alexandria and
the beauty of history that lives here"

More from The Sampler Girl: "Dawh Away All" ($6), 37w x 50h ~ and "Merry Christmas, My Love" ($8), 44 x 55

In her wonderful new Petites Collection that include the 40c silk gauze used in the designer's model, "Christmastide" ($18) ~ I
LOVE the verse, and I've made this large enough so that you can read it . . .

. . . and "Love & Joy" ($7.50), a beautiful sentiment and design ~ and again in the Petites Collection with the 40c silk gauze, "Little
Bit o' Winter ($15).

The next six are published by SzuLet Creations and designed by Helga Mandl and Barbara Ana: "Enter If You Dare" ($8) ~
"Halloween Cat" ($7) . . .

. . ."Hallowscornu" ($6) ~ "Haunted House" ($8) . . .

. . ."Olivia The Fairy Witch ($7) ~ and "Meet My Mummy" ($5, which would look great on overdyed fabrics like Swamp or
Guacamole or . . . there'as more that aI can't remember right now.

Three cute cats from Dinky Dyes Designs: "Ghosts and Goblins" ~ "Harvest Time" ~ "Tis the Season" ~ each only $4! A bargain
in today's world.

From The Cat's Whiskers in her "Secret Message Series of Boxtops, "Spook-A-Boo!" ($8) ~ and from Va;'s Stiff. "A Teenie
Weenie Halloweenie" ($22.50 with buttons ~ and we have the 28c black/white Buffalo check fabric as well ~ I'm sorry, I don't
have the fabric size/price for you at the moment, but if you're interested, please call our toll-free number for that information.

Whispered by the Wind: "Autumn Sampler" ($8) ~ "Recipe for a Snowman" ($9) . . .

. . . and "Bless This House" ($8) ~ and "Friendship" ($8).

Olde Time Santa kits with perforated paper, "Christmas Heart" ~ "Christmas Cheer" ~ "Welcome Wreath" ~ each only $6!

That's all there'as time for this morning ~ Here's a photo of Doris's beautifully finished "Hannah Horsfall" sampler, e-mailed to me this
morning from Colmar. She stitched this in Belle Soie.

A wonderful weekend with family is planned. Jer and Nan arrive tomorrow morning ~ then off to Surprise to have Sloppy Joes with son
Ralph and family before Tyler and Hannah go out trick or treating ~ and on Sunday evening a very special gathering to celebrate dear
John's milestone birthday, with his sister and brother-in-law flying in from Palo Cedros as a surprise to him ~ I LOVE surprises. I've
never been able to surprise him in 38+ years. We'll see if I can pull it off this time. His actual birthday is Monday,!

I've not taken the time to proof this ~ not a good idea, I know, but out of time .......
Happy Halloween,

Jean Lea
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